C S _ P O RT FO L I O

Managed Security
Services

information security
for medium-sized businesses

Each entrepreneur knows, that the IT infrastruture of a company contributes
decisively to its success. After all, in modern enterprises all important processes are
IT based. From the receipt of order by e-mail to the programming of the machines
and the administration of the customer data up to the accounting, the data processing
plays a decisive role.
The better a company is positioned here, the more time employees can spend on
what´s important - the core business. In the best case, IT supports all business processes reasonable, leaving plenty of room for production. With the Managed Security
Services, ConSecur offers you exactly this security: it designs, maintains and operates
IT security concepts that guarantee that the infrastructure is always optimally
secured and functional.

QU E ST I O N S C O NC E R N I N G
MAN AG E D SEC U R I T Y
SE RV I C E S?

S U P PLI ED A LL AROUND
Regardless of whether it is about designing a security concept, maintaining individual
components or operating the entire infrastructure - the ConSecur experts have every
aspect of the security in view. Due to the modular charactere, you can book exactly
the features you really need.
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Professional,
regardless of manufacturer
and efficient
You want the same level of security as
a large corporation? With its managed
security, ConSecur offers exactly that
to medium-sized companies. Benefit from
the experience we have gained in our
various large-scale customer projects.

lutions, they advice manufacturers independently. A permenent contact person
guarantees that every ConSecur customer receives the optimal support. The
service center is also available around
the clock. In order to identify develpments and optimization potential at an
early stage, the constultants
eveluate all data on a monthly basis and
inform you about the status of your system on a quarterly basis.

Our experienced IT consultants take care
of every business from the inventory and
lead it in five clearly defined steps to a
complete IT security infrastructure. Our
consultants work as thoroughly as they
do results: components that already meet We are happy to show you how our
all requriements are left in the system and solutions can improve your IT security so
carefully integrated into the new concept. that you can focus on your core business.
When the consultants implement new so-

At the level of a corporate group
Managed Security Services are a modular IT- security service including the setup,
operation and maintenance of all security-related IT components. ConSecur GmbH
is specialized in information security and has been serving companies throughout
Germany since 1999. With the solutions of ConSecur GmbH the entire IT within
the company is optimally secured so that you can concentrate on the essentials:
your core business.

Features of viren
Managed Security
Services
virus protection
e-mail-encryption
anti-spam
intrusion detection system
vulnerability management
virtual private network
network segmentation
data classificaion
identity management
all components individually bookable
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